Email sequence #1 after buying 5-HTP Griffonia supplement. To reduce “buyer’s
remorse” and prevent order cancellation/refunds. This email answers some additional
questions about Griffonia... And further ensures the buyer he made the right decision.
Sent 30 minutes to 1 hour after purchase.

Thank You For Trusting Griffonia! Here's More Information...
Morning Tim!
Thank you for giving Griffonia a try!
No matter what you're dealing with... Tragic personal events... Heartbreak... Toxic
people... Or just the negativity of modern society…
Griffonia will protect you and boost your well-being.
This email contains common Questions & Answers regarding daily dose, side effects,
toxicity, and other precautions... So you can use Griffonia with no worries!

Questions & Answers
How do I consume it?
Take Griffonia in lip-smackingly delicious citrus-flavored chewables. Before bed.
Preferably on empty stomach.
What about side effects?
Have a sensitive belly? You might feel slight nausea in the first 7-10 days. If so then
take Griffonia after dinner or lunch.
I am taking some other medicine. Should I be worried?
Only if that medicine regulates your serotonin levels — like anti-depressants.
In that case, talk to your doctor before use.
Doctor? Is Griffonia toxic?!
Not at all!

There is no report of overdose or poisoning regarding Griffonia.
Though lab animals experience fast heart rate, tremors, agitation and diarrhea when
taken 20-40 times the recommended dose.
Still...
Don't overstep the recommended dose of 1 chewable per day!
How do I stop taking it? Will I experience withdrawals?
None.
After dealing with tough emotions and conflicts in your life, simply stop taking Griffonia...
Or continue! If you like the protective effects it offers :-)

More Questions?
If you have more questions about Griffonia, write us a mail on name@gmail.com!
Or pick up your phone and dial a toll-free number 0800-000-1231.
Our experts Jenny and Tom will answer all your questions!
Sincerely,
Mihael D. Čačič
P.S. Because of the current COVID situation, your order will arrive in 3-5 business days!

